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**Name of the Institution**
Universiteit Antwerpen – UNIVERSITY OF ANTWERP

**Head of the Institution**
Herman Van Goethem, Rector

**[European) University code**
B ANTWERP01

**Erasmus University Charter**
103466-LA-1-2014-1-BE-E4AKA1-ECHE, 2014-2021

**Website**
www.uantwerpen.be

**International Relations Office**
Gratiekapelstraat 10
BE-2000 Antwerpen – BELGIUM

**Head of the office**
Mr Piet VAN HOVE – internationaloffice@uantwerpen.be

**Institutional exchange co-ordinator**
Mr Tim BERCKMANS
tim.berckmans@uantwerpen.be

**Bilateral agreements**
agreements@uantwerpen.be

**Student Mobility**
Incoming students: incomingstudents@uantwerpen.be
T + 32 3 265 4961
Outgoing students: outgoingstudents@uantwerpen.be
T + 32 3 265 4632

**Website**
www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange
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**Admission procedure for exchange students coming to the University of Antwerp includes 2 mandatory phases:**

1. **Nomination by the HOME UNIVERSITY**
   - The home university nominates the students to the University of Antwerp. The procedure on how to nominate students will be sent out to our partners each year by email.
   - Nominations are only accepted within the deadline

2. **Application by the STUDENT**
   - The student submits the **application** to the University of Antwerp in the **online management system** ‘Mobility-Online’
   - All applications are processed on an ongoing basis. In general students receive an email with the decision within 6 weeks after the application deadline. Once accepted as an exchange student, they can print out the **acceptance letter** from their workflow in Mobility Online. Students who require a visa to study in Belgium will additionally receive an official **invitation letter**, sent by regular post to their home address.

**Important deadlines**

**DEADLINES**

for 1st Semester

**Nominations**
► 15 April 2018

**Applications**
► 15 May 2018

---

**DEADLINES**

for 2nd Semester

**Nominations**
► 15 October 2018

**Applications**
► 1 November 2018

---

**Attention!!**

April 15th & May 15th are the only APPLICATION deadlines for the following faculties:
1. **Applied Economics**
   - In case of practical trainings in hospitals and research:
2. **Pharmacy/Biomedical/VET Sciences**
3. **Medicine & Health Sciences**
   - If applied for at a later stage, positions might be filled up.

---

www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange
All study programmes at the University of Antwerp are measured in terms of ECTS credits. Bachelor programmes count 180 credits, master programmes from 60 to 240 credits depending on the field of study.

In general a full-time study programme amounts to 60 credits per academic year or 30 credits per semester, as a general rule exchange students have to sign up for a minimum of 20 credits.

Course units at the University of Antwerp mostly have an ECTS value of 3 or 6 credits.

When applying for admission exchange students need to formulate a Learning Agreement with the course selection and the number of credits. The document needs to be signed by the student, the home institution and the University of Antwerp BEFORE ARRIVAL in order to approve the study programme.

Students coming from a European Institution should use the Erasmus + template (from the home university). Students coming from outside of Europe can generate their Learning agreement in ‘Mobility Online’.

Main language of instruction is Dutch. However all faculties offer courses and seminars or a full study programme in English to accommodate international exchanges. All course descriptions are available in Dutch and in English mentioning the language of instruction of each course. Check the language of instruction carefully when making your choice. The course catalogue in English can be found on www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange.

Students can choose courses from faculties other than their own, but limited to maximum 2 courses per faculty and UPON EXPLICIT APPROVAL OF BOTH FACULTIES. Please contact the international coordinator of the relevant faculty.

Students applying for a practical training (internship, lab or practical work, research) need to submit more details on the topic and desired position at the time of application. This will allow the faculty to find a position in due time. In case of late application a position cannot be guaranteed.

A good level of English is essential during your study period in Antwerp, as it is important to communicate clearly and to attend classes in English successfully. Therefore a proof of English (min. level B2) needs to be submitted when applying for admission. Only certificates of the following language tests are accepted.

- For students studying at a European University: Erasmus+ OLS language test certificate
- TOEFL min score 79-80
- IELTS min. score 6.5
- Cambridge first Certificate min level B2 (CFR)
- Test results from a language institute (from the home university or other)

In order to get maximum benefit from the stay in Antwerp we recommend to learn some Dutch. Dutch language classes are offered before and during the semester. Information can be found on www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange
All information about housing in Antwerp can be found at www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange/housing

Most rooms are rented for a period of 10 to 12 months. Students staying for a full academic year should therefore have no problem finding a room. However we advise students to start on time with their search.

Kotweb (student accommodation website) offers the largest selection of student accommodation and is the reference for student accommodation in Antwerp and any related information.

For students staying in Antwerp for one semester or less than 6 months the International Housing Office handles the applications. The housing application is included in the workflow in Mobility Online. Deadlines: see ‘admission procedure’.

For additional questions or advice students can contact the International Housing Officers:
• Ms Jasmien Hoefkens
• Ms Sanne Joostens
internationalstudenthousing@uantwerpen.be

Students who need a visa to study in Belgium should apply for a student visa (type D) with the Belgian embassy or consulate in their current country before leaving for Belgium. Students are urged not to come on a tourist visa alone, also a residence permit from another EU country is NOT sufficient.

It is advised to start the visa application procedure well in advance.

Information on www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange

International students staying in Antwerp for more than 3 months will have to apply for a residence permit upon arrival. The University of Antwerp assists students with the procedure.

Information on www.uantwerpen.be/residencepermit
Antwerp Summer University offers several intensive courses during the summer months. Topics cover almost all disciplines offered at the University of Antwerp. All short-term programmes consist of high quality education (lectures, visits, workshops) and include fun and an interesting social activities. Participants can acquire ECTS credits upon successful completion.

Looking to extend your stay in Antwerp? Discover all summer schools on www.uantwerp.be/asu

When the stress is getting too much, or when students are feeling mixed up about something, (anything!) they can turn to a student counselor at the STudent Information Point, or “STIP”. Besides assistance for student counselling, STIP also provides guidance for students with a functional impairment.


For additional questions or advice students can contact STIP at stip@uantwerpen.be

Registration as a student at the University of Antwerp includes accident and third party liability insurance, during educational and recreational activities in university buildings, during transfers to and from the university and during excursions approved by the university.

Health Insurance: Before leaving for Antwerp students should report to their insurance company and carefully examine whether or not their health insurance covers all medical costs for the entire period of stay in Belgium. If that is not the case, they can choose to take up insurance with a local health insurance federation in Antwerp upon their arrival. www.uantwerpen.be/en/education/studying/budget-social-facilities/health-insurance

Fire Insurance: www.uantwerpen.be/internationalexchange/housing

Useful Websites

► City of Antwerp assisting students “GATE 15”

► Antwerp
   www.visitantwerpen.be
   www.thisisantwerp.be

► Flanders
   www.visitflanders.com

► Belgium
   www.belgium.be/en/about_belgium

► ESN Antwerp
   www.esnantwerp.org
IRO
International Relations Office
Gratiekapelstraat 10
2000 Antwerpen

Student mobility
Incoming Students
incomingstudents@uantwerpen.be
T+32 3 265 4961

Outgoing Students
outgoingstudents@uantwerpen.be
T+32 3 265 4632

uantwerp.be/internationalexchange

www.uantwerp.be/internationalexchange
FACULTY OF APPLIED ECONOMICS
Stadscampus
Prinsstraat 13
2000 Antwerpen

Academic coordinator
Mr Koen Vandenbempt - Building C - Room C.448 - T+32 3 265 50 57
Koen.vandenbempt@uantwerpen.be

Incoming students contact persons
Ms Ilke Franquet - Building B - Room B.229 - exchange.fae@uantwerp.be
Ms Gerda Boeckx - Building A - Room A.002 - exchange.fae@uantwerp.be

Study programme for exchange students

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Stadscampus
Sint-Jacobstraat 2
2000 Antwerpen

International coordinator
Mr Piet De Vroede - Building M - Room M.233 - T+32 3 265 52 83
piet.devroede@uantwerpen.be

Academic coordinators by department
Communication Sciences
Ms Ganna Diedkova - Building M - Room M.476
ganna.diedkova@uantwerpen.be

Training and Educational Sciences
Mr Jan Vanhoof - Building V - Room Ve35.2.03
jan.vanhoof@uantwerpen.be

Political Sciences
Mr Brecht Volders - Building M - Room M.274
brecht.volders@uantwerpen.be

Sociology
Mr Dries Lens - building M - Room M.231
dries.lens@uantwerpen.be

Study programme for exchange students
**FACULTY OF LAW**

Stadscampus
Venusstraat 23
2000 Antwerpen

**International coordinator**
Ms Mieke Briels - Building V - Room V.024 - T +32 3 265 58 57
mieke.briels@uantwerpen.be

**Incoming students contact person**
Ms Terry Amssoms - Building V - Room V.0.23 - T +32 3 265 58 75
terry.amssoms@uantwerpen.be

**Study programme for exchange students**
https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/faculties/faculty-of-law/international/international-students/exchange-students/

---

**FACULTY OF DESIGN SCIENCES**

Campus Mutsaard
Mutsaardstraat 31
2000 Antwerpen

**International coordinator**
Ms Nele Simons - T+32 3 265 19 57
nele.simons@uantwerpen.be

**Incoming students contact person**
Ms Elke De Smet - Building D - Room D.06 - T+ 32 3 265 19 35
elke.desmet@uantwerpen.be

**Academic coordinators by department**

Architecture & Interior Architecture
Mr Jo Meers
joseph.meers@uantwerpen.be

Heritage Studies
Ms Marieke Jaenen
marieke.jaenen@uantwerpen.be

Urban Design and Spatial Planning
Mr Maarten Van Acker
maarten.vanacker@uantwerpen.be

Product Development
Ms Linda Scheelen
linda.scheelen@uantwerpen.be

EPS Programme
Ms Sarah Rohaert
sarah.rohaert@uantwerpen.be

Conservation and Restoration
Ms Carolina Van der Star
carolina.vanderstar@uantwerpen.be

---

**FACULTY OF DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND MANAGEMENT**

Stadscampus
Lange Sint-Annastraat 7
2000 Antwerpen

**International coordinator**
Ms Greet Annaert - T+32 3 265 59 42
greet.annaert@uantwerpen.be

**Programme Director**
Ms Marijke Verpoorten - T+32 3 265 52 97
marijke.verpoorten@uantwerpen.be

www.uantwerp.be/internationalexchange
International coordinator
Ms Christiane Stallaert - christiane.stallaert@uantwerpen.be

Incoming students contact person
Ms Carine Coolsaet - Building R - Room R.121 - T+32 3 265 42 37
carine.coolsaet@uantwerpen.be

Academic coordinators by department History, Philosophy, Linguistics and Literature
History
Mr Vincent Scheltiens - Building D - Room D.323 - vincent.scheltiens@uantwerpen.be
Philosophy
Mr Hendrik Opdebeeck - Building D - Room D.427 - hendrik.opdebeeck@uantwerpen.be
Linguistics & Literature
Mr Patrick Dendale - Building R - Room R.211 - Patrick.dendale@uantwerpen.be
Dutch
Ms Dominiek Sandra - Building D - Room D.109 - dominiek.sandra@uantwerpen.be
English
Mr Frank Brisard - Building D - Room D.133 - frank.brizard@uantwerpen.be
French
Mr Patrick Dendale - Building R - Room R.211 - Patrick.dendale@uantwerpen.be
German
Ms Tanja Mortelmans - Building D - Room D.128 - tanja.mortelmans@uantwerpen.be
Italian
Mr Dieter Vermandere - Building R - Room R.208 - dieter.vermandere@uantwerpen.be
Spanish
Ms Diana Arbaiza - Building D - Room D.112 - diana.arbaiza@uantwerpen.be
Theatre, Film & Literature Studies
Mr Luc Van Den Dries - Building D - Room D.209 - luc.vandendries@uantwerpen.be

International coordinator
Ms Christiane Stallaert - christiane.stallaert@uantwerpen.be

Incoming students contact person
Ms Carine Coolsaet - Building R - Room R.121 - T+32 3 265 42 37
carine.coolsaet@uantwerpen.be

Academic coordinators by department Applied Language Studies
Chinese
Mr Wim Haagdorens - Building R - Room R.112 - wim.haagdorens@uantwerpen.be
Ms Ching Lin Pang – Building R – Room R. 129 - chinglin.pang@uantwerpen.be
English
Ms Ingrid Van De Wijer - Building R - Room R.127 - ingrid.vandewijer@uantwerpen.be
French
Ms Katrien Lievois - Building R - Room R.226 - katrien.lievois@uantwerpen.be
German
Ms Patricia Linden - Building D - Room D.210 patricia.linden@uantwerpen.be
Italian
Mr Rosario Gennaro - Building R - Room R.222 - rosario.gennaro@uantwerpen.be
Portuguese
Mr Gert Vercauteren - Building R - Room R. 112 - gert.vercauteren@uantwerpen.be
Spanish
Ms Christiane Stallaert - Building R – Room R.129 - christiane.stallaert@uantwerpen.be
International coordinator & incoming students contact person
Ms Sofie Krol - T +32 3 613 17 27
sofie.krol@uantwerpen.be

International coordinator & incoming students contact person
Ms Sarah Verberckmoes - Building T - Room T.112 - T+32 3 265 32 20
sarah.verberckmoes@uantwerpen.be

Academic coordinators by department
Bio-engineering
Mr Tom Tytgat - tom.tytgat@uantwerpen.be
Biology
Mr Ivan Nijs - ivan.nijs@uantwerpen.be
Chemistry
Mr Christian Johannessen - christian.johannessen@uantwerpen.be
Mathematics
Mr Karim Johannes Becher - karimjohannes.becher@uantwerpen.be
Computer Sciences
Mr Hans Vangheluwe - hans.vangheluwe@uantwerpen.be
Physics
Mr Milorad Milosevic - milorad.milosevic@uantwerpen.be
Environmental Sciences
Ms Sarah Verberckmoes - sarah.verberckmoes@uantwerpen.be

Study programme for exchange students
**International coordinator**
Ms Miep Demuynck - T+32 3 265 27 63
miep.demuynck@uantwerpen.be

**Incoming students contact person**
Ms Nele Devloo – Building S – Room S.133 – T+32 3 265 2004
nele.devloo@uantwerpen.be

**Pharmaceutical Sciences**
Mr Paul Cos - paul.cos@uantwerpen.be

**Biomedical Sciences**
Mr Peter Delputte - peter.delputte@uantwerpen.be

**Biochemistry**
Ms Sylvia Dewilde - sylvia.dewilde@uantwerpen.be

**Veterinary Medicine**
Mr Steven Van Cruchten - steven.vancruchten@uantwerpen.be

**Medicine**

**Academic coordinator**
Mr Jean-Pierre Van geertruyden- T+32 3 265 18 00
jean-pierre.vangeertruyden@uantwerpen.be

**Incoming students contact persons** - Building S - Room S.036
Ms Tina De Roeck - tina.deroeck@uantwerpen.be
Mr Dimitri Geelhand de Merxem - dimitri.geelhandemerxem@uantwerpen.be

**Rehabilitation Sciences & Physiotherapy**

**Academic coordinator**
Ms Ulrike Van Daele - T+32 3 265 28 59
ulrike.vandaele@uantwerpen.be

**Incoming students contact person**
Ms Chris Van Noten - Building S - Room S.022 - Chris.vannoten@uantwerpen.be

**Study programme for exchange students**